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ABSTRACT 
 
Drought stress is one of the major limitations to plant productivity across the world. Identifying 
appropriate selection tools can facilitate the breeding of plants for drought tolerance. In the present study, 
relative water content (RWC), excised leaf water retention (ELWR), leaf water content (LWC), relative 
water lose (RWL), moisture retention capacity (MRC), leaf chlorophyll content and leaf prolin content 
were used as physiological parameters for the study of 20 spring safflower genotypes under drought-
stressed and normal conditions in the research field of Islamic Azad University, Khorasgan Branch, in 
2012. The experiment was a split-plot on the basis of a Randomized Complete Block Design with three 
replications. It was found that drought stress significantly decreased relative water content and leaf water 
content. These traits were accompanied with a great loss of yield in sensitive genotypes. The highest 
amounts of chlorophyll content, prolin accumulation, ELWR and RWC were observed in Afghanistan, 
Shiraz, Afghanistan, Marand and Paraguay genotypes, respectively. On the other hand, the lowest amount 
of prolin accumulation, ELWR and RWC were obtained through Paraguay, Saffire and Afghanistan 
genotypes, respectively. It seems that Afghanistan genotype was more capable of being cultivated in 
regions experiencing water deficiency. Overall Proline accumulation (along with the accumulation of 
glucose and potassium), higher chlorophyll content and relative water content can be used as selection 
criteria in drought stress conditions. 
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Introduction 
 
Drought is one of the most prevalent abiotic stresses that seriously influence plant growth and crop 
productivity worldwide. In the light of economic and environmental significance of drought, increasing 
concern has been voiced regarding impacts of climate change on future drought frequency, duration and 
severity in various regions of the globe (Davatgar et al., 2009). Thus, development of more drought-
tolerant crops will help fulfill future global food demand by enabling production in marginal lands to 
expand (Lichtenthaler and Buschmann, 2001). Nevertheless, the intensity and duration of water shortage, 
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species, and development and the metabolic status of plants are important factors determining plant 
reaction to drought stress (Wood, 2005). Safflower (Carthamus tinctorius L.) is a tap-rooted multipurpose 
crop which can tolerate environmental stresses including salinity and water stress (Lovelli et al., 2007). It 
is one of the most important oil seed cultivated plant used for edible oil production in the world (Dwivedi 
et al., 2005). The importance of oil crops such as safflower has increased in recent years, especially with 
the interest in the vegetable oil for the human consumption (Dordas and Sioulas, 2008). Generally, 
safflower is cultivated on marginal lands that are relatively dry and deprived in order to benefit fertilizer 
inputs and irrigation. Also, attempts to improve seed yield and quality by developing new genotypes and 
agronomic practices are underway throughout the world (Dordas and Sioulas, 2008). Plants exposed to 
stresses may undergo changes in their metabolism in order to be adjusted according to their prevailing 
environmental conditions, an important skill for a sedentary organism. Agricultural productivity 
worldwide is subjected to increasing environmental constraints, particularly to drought and salinity due to 
their high magnitude of impact and wide distribution (Kaviani, 2008; Karimi et al., 2011). Salt and 
drought stress leads to the suppression of plant growth and development, membrane leakage, ion 
imbalance or disequilibrium, enhanced lipid per oxidation and increased production of reactive oxygen 
species which are scavenged by both enzymatic and non-enzymatic reactions (Summart et al., 2010; 
Zebarjadi et al., 2010). Drought stress reduces relative water content (RWC) of the plant by 45-88% 
during its development and leaf temperature rises due to the increased respiration and the loss of water 
steam outflow along with the stomatal closure (Siddique et al., 1997). Several researchers have shown 
that a highinitial water content (IWC), and low rate of water loss (RWL) from excised leaves are related 
to drought resistance, and may be used as screening criteria in breeding programs (Winter et al, 
1988).Chlorophyll concentration has been known as an index for evaluation of source (Herzog, 1986), 
therefore decrease of this can be consideration as a non stomata limiting factor in the drought stress 
conditions. There are reports about decrease of chlorophyll in the drought stress conditions (Kuroda et al, 
1990) Also, it is reported that chlorophyll content of resistant and sensitive cultivars to drought and 
thermal stress reduced. But resistant cultivar to drought and thermal stress conditions had high 
chlorophyll content. Other reports have represented that drought stress did not have effect on chlorophyll 
concentration (Kulshreshtha et al, 1987). For the first time, accumulation of proline in plant tissues that 
have missed water was reported in 1954. However it is reported that proline content in resistant wheat 
cultivars was more than in sensitive cultivar under the drought and salinity stress (kao, 1981). Also 
accumulation of proline has been reported under the drought stress in another various crops such as chick 
pea (cicer arietinum), (Ayerb and Tenori, 1998) corn (Zea mays), (Serraj and Sinclair, 2002) and peanut 
(Arachis hypogaea) (Smith et al, 2002).    

 
Materials and Methods 

 
Twenty genotypes of safflower including: C111, Lins : Arak2811;Esfahan-93; Esfahan-94; Esfahan-95, 
Kordestan, Shiraz, Markazi, Marand, Hamedan, Saffire, Ac-sunset, Iraq, Kuwait, Palestine, Syria, 
Afghanistan, China, Pakistan, and Paraguaywere chosen for study based on their reputed differences in 
yield performance under well water irrigation and water deficit stress conditions. This experiment was 
performed as split plot experiment based on Randomized Complete Block Design at Research Farm of 
Islamic Azad University, Khorasgan Branch in 2012, (1555 m above sea level, 51° 48'E , 32° 40'N),. The 
pH of soil experiment was 8.5 with Clay texture. Genotypes were planted as subplots within the irrigation 
plots in a randomized complete block design with three replications. Main plot was two different levels of 
irrigation (no stress, cut-off irrigation at start of leafstalk stage). Irrigation to the controlled plot was down 
at time intervals of 8 to 10 days at all the growth stages. In plots under drought stress, irrigation was cut at 
the start of leafstalk stage. Plots consisted of four rows whit 40 cm long and 8 cm spaced apart. Fertilizer 
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was applied at stem elongation (50 kg ha N). The experimental plots were hand weeded as needed during 
the growing season. The measured traits were containing: relative water content (RWC), excised leaf 
water retention (ELWR), leaf water content (LWC), relative water lose (RWL), moisture retention 
capacity (MRC), leaf chlorophyll content and leaf prolin content. Analysis of variance for the measured 
traits over the experiments based on RCBD design and split plot arrangement was done using SAS, 
SPSS21 and EXCEL. 
physiological traits were calculated with the following formula: 
 
RWC= [(FW-DW) / (TW-DW)] × 100 
ELWR= [1-(FW-ADW) /FW)] ×100 
LWC= [(FW- DW)/ DW] ×100 
RWL= [(FW- ADW)/ DW]/T 
MRC= [(ADW –DW) / (FW- DW)] ×100 
(FW= Fresh weight, DW = Dried weight, TW = Turgor weight, ADW = Droop weight) 
 
Prolin=((a250×4)/115.5)×5/g sample 
Total chlorophyll (µg/ml) = 20.2 (A645) + 8.02 (A663) 
Chlorophyll a (µg/ml) = 12.7 (A663) - 2.69 (A645) 
Chlorophyll b (µg/ml) = 22.9 (A645) - 4.68 (A663) 
 
Results and Discussion 
 
In order to design a breeding program to improve the drought resistance it is necessary to know about 
physiological mechanisms of tolerance. Cell membrane injury is considered as the most damaging factor 
in every living organism under various stresses. 
Results of ANOVA showed a significant effect of water deficit stress on the safflower physiological 
characteristics that were assessed in this study (Table 1). ANOVA showed the significant 
genotype×drought prolin content (Table 1). On the other hand, this analysis indicated significant 
differences among genotypes for prolin and LWC (Table 1). 
As the results of this investigation with comparing genotypes under water deficit stress and non-stress 
conditions, demonstrated a genotype×environment interaction (G×E) for prolin, meaning that either 
genotypes or traits recognized as useful in normal environments may not be so under water deficit 
conditions.  
The results of mean comparison (Table 2 and 3) showed that the mean values of ELWR, LWC, MRC, 
chlorophyll b and proline highly reduced under stress conditions. The highest amounts of chlorophyll 
content, prolin accumulation, ELWR and RWC were observed in Afghanistan, Shiraz, Afghanistan, 
Marand and Paraguay genotypes, respectively. On the other hand, the lowest amount of prolin 
accumulation, ELWR and RWC were obtained through Paraguay, Saffire and Afghanistan genotypes, 
respectively (Table 2 and 3). There was significant positive correlation between chlorophyll a and 
chlorophyll b, and also between chlorophyll a, chlorophyll b, total chlorophyll and LWC with RWL and 
MRC. On the other hand, there was negative correlation between RWC and RWL and also MRC and 
ELWR (Table 4). High amount of RWL expressed high levels of water stress on plant under stress 
conditions. The results of the measurement of proline in different genotyeps under stress conditions 
showed an increasing trend. Increasing of proline under drought stress revealed that proline is a defense 
mechanism through osmotic adjustment, preventing of damaging of hydroxyl radical to enzymes and 
erase endurance. Therefore prolin can increases stress tolerance in plants. Environmental stress could 
increase the amount of chlorophyll b in the leaf density. Overall, Proline accumulation (along with the 
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accumulation of glucose and potassium), higher chlorophyll content and relative water content can be 
used as selection criteria in drought stress conditions. Genotype Afghanistan had the highest amount of 
these traits and also high amount of grain yield under stress conditions. Drought stress reduced relative 
water content (RWC) of the plant by 45-88% during its development and leaf temperature rised due to the 
increased respiration and the loss of water steam outflow along with the stomatal closure (Siddique et al., 
2000). The highest RWC under water deficit conditions can be associated to the behavior of the stomata 
and root system (Gupta et al., 2001). Because the plants need deep root system to uptake water in order to 
be able to maintain their internal moisture content (Hirayama et al., 2006).  
 
Discussion 
 
Leaf chlorophyll content is an important factor in determination of photosynthesis rates and dry mater 
production. Chlorophyll loss is associated to environmental stress and the variation in total 
chlorophyll/carotenoids ratio may be a good indicator of stress in plants (Hendry and Price, 1993). 
Differences in leaf chlorophyll content can be as an indicator of plant vigor and its capacity for 
photosynthesis, strongly dependent on chlorophyll content (Carter and Spiering, 2002). The significant 
variation for Chlorophyll a, Chlorophyll b and carotenoid content has also been reported by other 
researchers (Jonson et al., 1993). 
The high RWC of tolerant genotypes can probably be explained by their better ability for water uptake at 
low soil water potential (Kumar and Sharma, 2010). These results are in agreement with the finding of 
Hojati et al. (2011) who reported high RWC under drought in safflower tolerant genotypes, and 
suggesting RWC as a good indicator of plant performance under drought stress conditions (Kumar and 
Sharma, 2010). The decline in RWA could be attributed to an imbalance between water loss from the 
leaves due to evapotranspiration in plant canopy and the replenishment by irrigation (Jones, 2007). 
 
 
Conclusion 
 
The results of present study showed that genotypes did not vary significantly for the tested physiological 
traits, with the exception of Prolin and LWC under both normal and water-deficit conditions. Drought 
stress significantly (P < 0.05) increased ELWR, LWC, MRC, chlorophyll b and prolin and decreased 
RWC, RWL, Chlorophyll a and Total chlorophyll in safflower genotypes. Drought tolerant genotypes had 
the highest LWC, chlorophyll a, Total chlorophyll and prolin under stress condition, while susceptible 
genotypes showed lowest rate of these traits. Intermediate tolerant genotypes showed a moderately 
response. The findings of our study showed that assessed of physiological traits could be effective for 
classification and screening of drought tolerant genotypes. In finally, ELWR and chlorophyll were 
selected as the best criteria for predicting drought tolerant genotypes and also Afghanistan and Canada 
genotypes were identified as the most tolerant and susceptible genotypes, respectively. 
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